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Abstract 

There is some evidence that mediated negativity and incivility is increasing, but 

researchers need to better understand the effects of mediated incivility.  Two areas, in particular, 

are addressed in the current project.  First, the types of incivility – impoliteness and public 

incivility – need to be conceptualized and tested. Second, the way in which mediated incivility 

leads to news use and political outcomes needs to be better theorized. An online experiment with 

a community sample tests these two issues. The study finds that there are slight differences in 

perceptions of incivility based on combinations of incivility frames.  However, exposure to 

mediated incivility had indirect effects on intent to use a news source in the future and on 

political trust through emotional reactions, not through the perceptions of incivility.  The 

findings suggest that researchers need to take negative emotional reactions into account in 

incivility research or risk missing significant effects on news use and political outcomes.
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Emotion and Incivility: The Indirect Effects of Incivility on Future News Use and Political Trust 

The 2012 national conventions have not even occurred, and yet media elites have already 

begun claiming that this election is even more dirty than normal.  Attacks between President 

Obama and Republican candidate Mitt Romney have been likened to “trench warfare” by NBC 

as both campaigns have blamed the other for the uncivil tone.  There is some evidence that 

mediated negativity and incivility is increasing.  Geer (2012), for instance, found evidence that 

news media have been increasingly more likely to cover extreme political advertisements as 

news stories since the 1980s. Sobieraj and Berry (2011) add that outrageous news is higher in the 

2000s than it was in the 1955 and 1975.  Further, citizens (Shea & Steadman, 2010) and 

academics (Mutz, 2007; Mutz & Reeves, 2005; Patterson, 1994) blame media for a rise in 

incivility in U.S. politics. 

Yet researchers still know little about how incivility in the media affects citizens. 

Incivility is a notoriously slippery concept.  At its most basic, incivility involves individuals or 

groups breaking some type of social norm for appropriate behavior (see, for instance, Strachan & 

Wolf, 2012).  These social norms may be related to politeness and rudeness in individual 

interactions (Mutz, 2007; Mutz & Reeves, 2005; Ben-Porath, 2010) or to norms more closely 

related to public life, such as the guidelines of deliberative argument, the legislative process, and 

what it means to be a good citizen (Jamieson & Hardy, 2012; Uslander, 1996).   Whether citizens 

perceive differences between these two types of incivility, however, needs further study.  The 

current study takes these types of incivility seriously and tests whether individuals perceive 

differences between them when they are presented in news messages. 

Further, researchers do not yet know how mediated incivility affects citizens.  Most 

studies of mediated incivility have measured the direct effects of experimental stimuli on 
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political outcomes.  However, incivility may influence those political outcomes in multiple ways, 

including through cognitive recognition that the messages are uncivil or through heightened 

emotional responses to the messages.  By examining how incivility works, researchers can look 

for indirect effects of incivility on news use and political outcomes. 

The current study furthers incivility research by, first, connecting the topic of incivility to 

news frame effects research and political emotion research, and, second, by discussing the results 

of an online experiment that tested perceptions of incivility and the indirect effects of incivility. 

Incivility, News, and Political Effects 

Incivility News Frames 

Academic research has approached incivility in at least two ways: first, as breaking 

norms of politeness and second as breaking norms of democracy.  By examining how the 

research defines these two types of incivility, as well as linking these definitions to news framing 

theory, this project provides a way to test whether citizens perceive different types of incivility in 

the same manner as scholars. 

Much of the recent research concerning political incivility defines or operationalizes 

incivility as impoliteness.  As Kesler (1992) argues, “To be ‘civil’ in ordinary usage means to be 

polite, respectful, decent” (p. 57).  This definition of incivility involves harsh, ad hominem 

attacks during political campaigns (Brooks & Geer, 2007; Fridkin & Kenney, 2008), political 

candidates who interrupt each other during a televised political program (Mutz, 2007; Mutz & 

Reeves, 2005), journalists who personally challenge their interviewees (Ben-Porath, 2010), and 

legislators who call each other names on the floor of the House of Representatives (Civility in 

Congress, 2011; Jamieson, 1997). As these examples show, incivility as impoliteness arises from 

interpersonal communications in which a person threatens another person's “face,” or self-esteem 
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(Brown & Levinson, 1987).  Impoliteness moves beyond negative politics, which could simply 

be a comparison between the issues of two political candidates, to attacks that “go beyond facts 

and differences, and move instead towards name-calling, contempt, and derision of the 

opposition” (Brooks & Geer, 2007, p. 1).  Even when politicians are mediated, they sometimes 

break norms of politeness.  Individuals exposed to mediated incivility may notice these violated 

norms. 

Alternatively, other research claims that incivility is not only about acting politely; it is, 

rather, is about the norms of citizenship, deliberation, and legislation. The word “civility” arises 

from Latin words for city and citizen, implying that civility is about being a good citizen, not just 

about being polite (Davetian, 2009).  Orwin (1992) goes as far as stating, “The devising of 

civility was identical with that of liberal democracy itself" (p. 75).  From this perspective, 

incivility is filibustering bills and adding numerous unrelated amendments to bills to slow down 

the legislative process (Uslander, 1996), spreading falsehoods to encourage a political discourse 

based on misinformation (Entman, 2011), making verbal threats to democracy (Papacharissi, 

2004), breaking rules of argumentation or political deliberation (Jamieson & Hardy, 2012), 

focusing so much on the rules of politeness that substantive political debate is lost (Darr, 2007), 

and locking people out of participation in the political process (Lozano-Reich & Cloud, 2009; 

Young, Battaglia, & Cloud, 2011).  

Notably, media effects research has focused on impoliteness, rather than public incivility.  

The current study compares the effects of these types of incivility by drawing on news framing 

research.  News frames, at their most basic, outline the boundaries of news, structure political 

reality, “set up categories” and “define some ideas as out and others in” (Reese, 2007, p. 150). 
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They help journalists covey selected information to citizens and help guide citizens in making 

sense of their political environment.   

From a framing perspective, mediated messages may not state directly that citizens 

should think about politics and political issues in certain ways.  News texts do, however, include 

framing devices, such as metaphors, exemplars, catchphrases, visuals, style, and reasoning 

devices, that together imply a broad frame that goes beyond the manifest content of the news 

(Gamson & Lasch, 1983; Rhee, 1997; Reese, 2010; Van Gorp, 2010).  Important to the current 

study in particular are generic frames, which are frames that can be applied to multiple situations 

and issues, rather than to one issue in particular (de Vreese, 2010; Nisbet, 2010).  These include 

strategy and issue frames (Cappella & Jamieson, 1997; Rhee, 1997), collective action frames 

(Gamson, 1992), and deviance frames (Gitlin, 2003), which can each be implied from the 

framing devices in news texts and can apply to various social issues. 

Based on the incivility research described above, understanding the effects of two generic 

incivility frames – impoliteness and public incivility – is particularly important to determining 

whether the research approach to incivility mirrors how citizens view incivility. These 

frameworks for viewing politics can be applied across various political issues.  Politicians can be 

impolite or impede the legislative progress no matter whether the issue is health care reform, the 

national debt, or federal taxes.  For instance, a news story may include quotations from 

politicians that encourage citizens to think about politics and the political process in a number of 

ways.  By providing examples of incivility that involve rudeness and name-calling among 

politicians, the news story would be implying that the overall frame of politics is impoliteness. 

Alternatively, the news story could show members of Congress using stalling tactics to slow the 

passage of a budget bill, implying that the overall frame of politics is public incivility.  
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The current study extends incivility literature by testing whether individuals react 

differently to these different types of incivility frames. Further, a mixture of these frames is 

included, as well, since recent framing research suggests that frames may elicit different 

responses when they are presented alone to citizens or when they face competition from other 

ways to frame the same issue (see, for instance, Chong & Druckman, 2007a,b).  The next section 

describes a few ways in which people may react differently to these incivility frames and offers 

hypotheses concerning differences among reactions to the frames. 

Mechanisms of Incivility 

To date, studies of political incivility have found mixed effects, ranging from increases in 

political interest (Brooks & Geer, 2007) to decreases in perceptions that a political opponent has 

legitimate arguments (Mutz, 2005).  What previous studies have not examined is how mediated 

incivility leads to these effects.  Thus far, media effects studies have, largely, manipulated a 

media message and tested the effects of that message directly on outcome variables related to 

news and politics. While these direct results are important, researchers can learn from the state of 

mind of citizens after they are exposed to uncivil messages. Scholars may also be able to make 

more specific predictions about the outcomes of incivility if the way in which citizens react to 

the messages becomes clearer. Throughout this study, I test two mechanisms that conceivably 

could drive incivility’s effects.    

First, cognitive recognition that a message is uncivil could mediate the effects of a 

message.  Citizens’ perceptions of incivility in a message are measured often as manipulation 

checks to ensure that the stimuli researchers create are viewed as uncivil by research participants 

as well.  Mutz (2005) and Mutz and Reeves (2007), for instance, asked participants whether 

televised exchanges between two political candidates were quarrelsome or cooperative, friendly 
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or hostile, and rude or polite.  Ben-Porath (20010) asked citizens whether interviews between 

journalists and politicians according were uncivil and respectful, and whether the journalists used 

personal attacks in the interview. Finally, both Brooks & Geer (2007) and Ben-Porath (2010) 

asked citizens if they thought the messages created for the experiment were fair.  In each of these 

cases, the researchers found that their experimental stimuli effectively manipulated incivility 

because the uncivil messages were rated lower on cooperativeness, politeness, and fairness, 

among the other variables. 

These perceptions of incivility, however, are typically not used after the manipulation 

check.  O’Keefe (2003) argued that manipulation tests, in themselves, are not helpful because 

they only reinforce that the stimuli are different, which researchers should expect anyway since 

they create the stimuli to differ among groups.  Instead of conducting such manipulation tests 

and then never using the data again, O’Keefe offers a suggestion: test whether the manipulated 

messages lead to certain states of mind (in this case, lead people to think about the incivility of a 

message) that then lead to the outcome variables of interest.  The current study seeks to do this 

by extending previous research measuring perceptions of incivility as a manipulation check and 

determining whether the recognition of incivility leads to news use and political outcomes.  

Before discussing the outcome variables, however, the first hypotheses posit that individuals will 

perceive incivility when exposed to uncivil message frames:  

H1:  Messages with an uncivil tone will be perceived as more uncivil as messages with an 

uncivil tone. 

H2:  The incivility frame will moderate the effect of uncivil message tone on perceptions 

of incivility. 
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Alternatively, incivility could work through emotional reactions to an uncivil message. 

Mutz and Reeves (2005) found that uncivil televised exchanges increased the physiological 

arousal of participants.  Arousal, however, is a neutral concept in that it can signal different 

feelings, ranging from enthusiasm to anger.  Further, Mutz and Reeves (2005) did not determine 

levels of physiological arousal influenced the other outcomes tested in the study.  Thus, the 

current project extends the research by determining what kinds of emotional responses people 

have toward uncivil messages and whether those reactions mediate the relationship between 

incivility and other outcomes. 

Studying emotions as a mediating variable will also provide stronger predictions of 

incivility’s outcomes than simply recognition that incivility is occurring. Emotion research in 

politics has offered different predictions based on the emotions people report.  First, feelings of 

enthusiasm are related to interest in political campaigns (Brader, 2005;2006; MacKuen, Marcus, 

Neuman, & Keele, 2007; Marcus, Neuman, & MacKuen, 2000; Valentino, Hutchings, Banks, & 

Davis, 2008), yet is unrelated to seeking political information (MacKuen, Wolak, Keele, & 

Marcus, 2010; Valentino et al., 2008), learning from the political information encountered 

(Brader, 2005;2006; Valentino et al., 2008), or changing vote choice to a candidate from an 

opposing political party (MacKuen et al., 2007; Marcus et al., 2000; Brader 2005).  Second, 

people who feel anxious about politics show increased information seeking behaviors (MacKuen 

et al., 2010; Redlawsk, Civettini, & Lau, 2007; Valentino et al., 2008), and may even change 

their vote choice to a candidate who is not part of their political party (Marcus et al., 2000).  

Finally, feelings of anger mirror feelings of enthusiasm, in that they decrease the amount of 

information sought about issues compared to anxiety (MacKuen, et al. 2010; Redlawsk et al., 

2007; Valentino et al., 2008) and decrease the desire to compromise (MacKuen et al., 2010).  
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Further, people are more likely to participate in high cost political activities, like donating money 

to a campaign, if they are angry than if they are anxious or afraid (Valentino, Brader, 

Groenendyk, Gregorowicz, & Hutchings, 2011; Valentino, Gregorowicz, & Groenendyk, 2009). 

Understanding incivility’s influence on emotional responses also will help political 

emotion researchers focus on what types of messages can raise emotion. Much of the emotion 

literature ignores the message entirely (Marcus et al., 2000) or suggests that people feel anxious 

when they hear that the political candidate they support may not win an election (Valentino et al., 

2008) or when they are exposed to incongruent information about issues and candidates they 

support (Civettini & Redlawsk, 2009; MacKuen et al., 2010; Redlawsk, Civettini, & Emmerson, 

2010).  These studies do not examine how the features of a message influence the emotions 

people feel. Examining emotion in relation to mediated incivility will push researchers in that 

direction.  

Thus far, incivility research has not measured which emotions are aroused by exposure to 

incivility frames.  Marcus et al. (2000) argue that anger, which they call aversion, only arises in 

certain situations, so it may be that incivility frames encourages both aversion and anxiety, or 

anxiety and anger in a combined negative emotion factor.  Further, though it seems logical for 

incivility to increase some combination of negative emotions, incivility has raised political 

interest, as well, so perhaps it encourages enthusiasm among some individuals.  Thus, before 

determining whether emotion works with exposure to incivility in causing various outcomes, the 

study raises the following research question and hypotheses concerning whether exposure to 

mediated incivility leads to emotional reactions at all: 

RQ1: What emotions are encouraged by uncivil messages? 
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H3:  Messages with an uncivil tone will lead to stronger emotional reactions than 

messages with a civil tone. 

H4:  The incivility frame will moderate the effect of uncivil message tone on emotional 

reactions. 

Outcomes of Incivility  

As the previous section suggests, mediated incivility may lead to a number of outcomes.  

Individuals exposed to uncivil exchanges between political candidates believe that the political 

side they oppose has less legitimate arguments (Mutz, 2007).  When news stories were posted 

within the context of uncivil blog posts, the credibility of the news story (Thorson, Vraga, & 

Ekdale, 2010) and individuals’ openmindeness decreased (Borah, forthcoming) while individuals’ 

attitude certainty increased (Borah, forthcoming). However, political interest, perceived 

entertainment, and arousal each increased with exposure to uncivil political messages (Brooks & 

Geer, 2007; Mutz & Reeves, 2007; Muddiman, 2011).  Finally, mixed results have appeared in 

relation to political trust, with Mutz and Reeves (2005) finding decreases in political trust, but 

others, including Brooks & Geer (2007), find no effects of incivility on political trust. 

Yet these studies of mediated incivility have not examined the mechanisms through 

which incivility leads to these effects.  To test whether perceptions of incivility or emotional 

responses to incivility, or both of these variables, predict various outcomes of exposure to 

incivility, I examine two outcomes: intention to interact with news in the future and levels of 

political trust.  

The first outcome variable of interest – intended future use of a news source – emerges 

from both incivility literature and emotion literature.  Ben-Porath (2010) and Thorson et al. 

(2010) found that exposure to mediated incivility can decrease trust in journalism and credibility 
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of blogs, respectfully.  Perhaps if credibility decreases, desire to get more news from the same 

source in the future would decrease as well, although neither of these studies includes future 

news use as a variable.  The researchers also did not test whether the perceptions of incivility led 

to the decreases in credibility or whether another mechanism was responsible.  Overall, there is 

not much evidence predicting the direct in which incivility may influence future use of a news 

source, but the little research that is available suggests that increases in perceptions of incivility 

may decrease desire to use a news source in the future. 

  The link between anxiety and information seeking in the political emotion literature, 

however, provides a different prediction. Researchers have found that increased feelings of 

enthusiasm and anger lead to decreases in political information seeking (MacKuen et al., 2010; 

Valentino et al., 2008), while increases in anxiety lead to increases in political information 

seeking (MacKuen et al., 2010; Redlawsk et al., 2007; Valentino et al., 2008).  To determine 

whether exposure to mediated incivility frames directly affects intent to use news from the 

source in the future and they indirectly affect future news use through either emotional reactions 

and/or perceptions of incivility, I raise the following hypotheses:  

H5:  Exposure to uncivil message tones will lead to different levels in intent to use a news 

source in the future compared to exposure to civility message tones. 

H6:  The relationship between uncivil message tone and intent to use a news source in the 

future is meditated by perceptions of incivility in the message. 

H7:  The relationship between uncivil message tone and intent to use a news source in the 

future is meditated by emotional reactions to the message. 
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RQ2: Does the incivility frame moderate the relationship between exposure to uncivil 

message tone, the effect of (a) perceptions of incivility and (b) emotional reactions to 

incivility, and the outcome variable of intent to use a news source in the future? 

A second outcome variable of importance is political trust.  The effects of incivility on 

political trust have been mixed in earlier incivility research. Mutz and Reeves (2005) found 

direct effects of exposure to televised incivility on decreased levels of trust in politicians, 

Congress, and the political system.  Other experiments, however, have found no effects of 

mediated incivility on political trust (Brooks & Geer, 2007; Muddiman, 2011).   Brooks and 

Geer (2007) argue that the incivility present in their text-based uncivil stimuli was not as strong 

as the incivility present in Mutz and Reeves’ (2005) televised, face-to-face uncivil exchanges 

between candidates.  

Perhaps another explanation is that the mechanisms through which incivility influences 

political trust were not measured.  Zhou, Lynch, and Chen (2010) argue that indirect effects can 

occur even when direct effects of a variable are not significant, suggesting that researchers 

should look for indirect-only mediating effects.  This may explain the discrepancy among studies 

in whether incivility influences political trust.  For instance, exposure to mediated incivility ma 

increase perceptions of incivility and/or strong emotional reactions to incivility, which then leads, 

even without direct effects, to decreases in political trust. Thus, I posit the final hypotheses for 

the study. 

H8:   Exposure to uncivil message tones will lead to different levels of political trust 

compared to exposure to civil message tones. 

H9: The relationship between uncivil message tone and political trust is meditated by 

perceptions of incivility in the message. 
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H10: The relationship between uncivil message tone and political trust is meditated by 

emotional responses to the message. 

RQ3: Does the incivility frame moderate the relationship between uncivil message tone, 

the effect of (a) perceptions of incivility and (b) emotional reactions to incivility, 

and the outcome variable of political trust? 

Method 

I tested these hypotheses and research questions by conducting an online experiment with 

248 participants.  The participants were recruited between July 14 and July 16, 2012 through 

Mechanical Turk (mTurk.com), Amazon.com’s crowd-sourcing platform.  Participants, who 

were required to be over the age of 18 and current residents of the United States, received $0.20 

for completing the study.  This recruiting method does not provide a national random sample, but 

it does allow access to a more diverse sample than a typical undergraduate population 

(Buhrmester, Kwang & Gosling, 2011; Paolacci, Chandler & Ipeirotis, 2010). 

The sample for the current study was diverse and compared favorably to demographics 

from the 2008 National Annenberg Election Survey.  Fifty-six of the participants were female.  

The average age was 34.09 years-old (SD=13.55) with an age range from 18-to 74-years-old.  

Participants were more educated than average with a mean of 14.98 years of schooling, the 

equivalent of just below a four-year college degree.  Racially and ethnically, the sample was also 

diverse.  Seventy-seven percent of the sample reported being White, 9 percent Asian, 8 percent 

Black or African American, 4 percent mixed race, and 1 percent another race not listed on the 

questionnaire.  Of these participants, 5 percent reported Latino or Hispanic ethnicity.  Finally, the 

participants leaned slightly in a Democratic Party/liberal direction on an index ranging from 1 = 

very Republican/conservative to 5 = very Democratic/liberal (M = 3.43, SD  = 1.02). 
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Procedure 

The 2(civil/uncivil) x 3(polite/public/mixed) factorial experiment was posted to the 

mTurk.com website.  Participants interested in taking the study clicked on a link, which began 

with consent to participate form.  Anyone who met the age and location qualifications willing to 

participate answered a number of pre-test questions, including information about their political 

leanings and political knowledge, as well as some distractor questions unrelated to the study.  

They were then randomly assigned by the survey software to either the civil or uncivil condition 

and either the impolite, public, or mixed frame condition, for a total of six groups.1 Participants 

then read a manipulated news article about the Supreme Court’s decision on the Affordable Care 

Act using the frame and tone of the randomly assigned condition.  After exposure to the article, 

they completed a post-test questionnaire including measures related to perceptions of incivility in 

the article, emotional reactions to news, desire to read more articles from the same news source, 

and their levels of political trust.  After completing the post-test, participants were debriefed, 

given websites they could read if they wanted more information about the health care law, and 

thanked for their time. 

Experimental Stimuli 

Each participant read one researcher-created news article that included Republicans’ and 

Democrats’ reactions to the Supreme Court’s recent decision on the 2010 health care law.  The 

lead, second paragraph and final two paragraphs were the same for each condition.  The middle 

of the article included quotations created for the current study and attributed to prominent 

Republicans and Democrats.  These quotations differed based on the condition.  For the 

(im)polite conditions, the quotations included personal comparisons to individual members of the 

                                                           
1 A control group was also included in the study but is not described in the current report. 
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other party.  The specific comparison differed based on the civil or uncivil tone of the article, 

with the civil/(im)polite condition including words like “mistaken” and “difficult road,” which 

signal disagreement without resorting to name-calling and impoliteness, and the 

uncivil/(im)polite condition including harsh personal attacks such as “delusional” and “spoiled 

children.”  For the public (in)civility conditions, the quotations included references to 

compromise and factual discussion (in the civil condition) and lack of both in the uncivil 

condition.  For the mixed conditions, finally, one (im)polite and one public (in)civility quotation 

from each party were included in both the uncivil and civil tone conditions.  Examples of the 

stimuli are included in Appendix A. 

The articles, other than manipulated quotations, were written to be as consistent as 

possible to ensure that effects of the articles were due to the frame and tone, rather than the 

length or complexity of the articles.  The articles included 490 or 491words, included 12 

paragraphs and 31 sentences each, as well as 2.5 sentences per paragraph and 15.8 words per 

paragraph. The words included an average of 5 or 5.1 characters, and the articles included no 

passive sentences.  Finally, the Flesch Reading Ease measure ranged from 44.6 to 45.6 and the 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level measure ranged from 10.6 to 10.9.  Overall, the articles were similar 

across multiple metrics, making the outcomes a result of the article frame and tone and not the 

way in which the articles were written. 

Measures 

Perceptions of incivility.  Participants responded to a perceptions of incivility measure 

adopted from Mutz and Reeves (2005), which included a series of five semantic differential 

items with seven response options (cooperative-quarrelsome; friendly-hostile; unemotional-

emotional; calm-agitated; polite-rude). The five items were averaged to create a “perceptions of 
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incivility” index ranging from 1 = low incivility to 7 = high incivility (Cronbach’s α = .87, M = 

2.97, SD = 0.87). 

Emotions. The emotion measure built on the measure used by MacKuen et al. (2010) as 

well as the index used in the National American Election Studies.  Participants were asked how 

often, if at all, the news article they just read made them feel hopeful, disgusted, angry, worried, 

proud, uneasy, anxious, amused, enthusiastic, and contemptuous.  The response options ranged 

from 1= not at all to 5 = very often.  A factor analysis, discussed in more detail below, showed 

two factors for the emotion responses: enthusiasm, with enthusiastic, proud, hopeful, and amused 

(Cronbach’s α = .783, M = 2.10, SD = 0.83), and a negative emotion factor with uneasy, worried, 

anxious, angry, disgusted, and contemptuous (Cronbach’s α = .91, M = 2.64, SD = 1.06).     

Future News Use. Participants were told that the article they read was part of a new 

political website.  After reading the article, participants reported whether they would be 

interested in reading more news from the website when it becomes available. Most participants, 

63 percent, reported that they would be interested in more news from the website (coded 1) and 

37 percent reported that they would not be interested (coded 0). 

Political trust. The political trust indexes, adopted from Mutz and Reeves (2005), 

measured participants’ levels of political trust based on 14 questions.  Participants responded to 

12 Likert-type items, ranging from1 = Strongly Disagree to 5 = Strongly Agree, related to their 

trust in politicians (politicians: have good intentions; do not deserve much respect; can be trusted 

to do what’s right; try to keep their campaign promises; do a lot of talking but little to solve the 

really important issues facing the country; and are dedicated people and we should be grateful to 

them for the work they do) and their trust in the U.S. political system (at present I feel very 

critical of our political system; whatever its faults may be, the American form of government is 
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still the best for us; there is not much about our form of government to be proud of; it may be 

necessary to make some major changes in our form of government in order to solve the problems 

facing our country; I would rather live under our form of government than any other I can think 

of). They also responded to two questions related to their trust in the U.S. Congress (how much 

confidence do you have in the people who are running the U.S. Congress, responding from 1 = 

no confidence to 4 = a great deal of confidence, and how much of the time do you trust members 

of the U.S. Congress to do what is right, responding from 1 = none of the time to 4 = just about 

always). The political trust questions were standardized, since the Congress questions had a 

different numbers of response options than the others, and were averaged to form a 14-item 

“political trust” index ranging from -2.5 = low political trust  to +2.5 = high political trust 

(Cronbach’s α = .91; M = -0.01; SD = 0.99).     

Randomization Check. To ensure that the randomization to experimental condition was 

successful and the groups did not differ according to various individual difference measures, I 

conducted a series of chi-square and ANOVA tests.  There were no significant differences 

among groups according to age, sex, education level, political leaning, political knowledge, or 

political interest. 

Results 

Incivility Frames, Perceptions of Incivility, and Emotional Responses 

The first set of hypotheses tested whether incivility in the news leads to more perceptions 

of incivility in the articles (H1) and whether the relationship was moderated by incivility frame 

(H2).  A 2(uncivil/civil)x3(episodic/thematic/mixed) ANOVA test supported both of these 

hypotheses.  There was a main effect of incivility condition on perceptions of incivility (F(1,234) 

= 29.06, p < .001), such that the uncivil news articles (M = 3.25, SD = 0.88) increased 
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perceptions of incivility in the participants compared to civil news articles (M = 2.68, SD = 0.77).  

There was a significant interaction effect (F(2,234) = 3.10, p < .05) between incivility condition 

and the frame of the news article, though the frame condition did not have a significant main 

effect on its own (F(2,234) = .86, p =.42).  Post hoc analyses of the interaction effects using a 

Bonferroni correction signaled two things.  First, the only significant differences among the 

frames occurred in the uncivil conditions.  Second, in these conditions, the significant differences 

appeared only between the episodic uncivil frame (M  = 3.46, SD =  0.84) and the mixed uncivil 

frame (M = 3.01, SD = 0.89).  

The next research question moves to an investigation of emotional reactions to the 

experimental messages, asking what kinds of emotion were generated by the articles (RQ1).  

Following Marcus et al.’s (2000) finding that an anger/aversion factor only appeared as a factor 

from anxiety and other negative emotions in some situations, I conducted a maximum likelihood 

factor analysis with a Promax rotation to determine whether two or three factors would be most 

appropriate for the analysis in this study.  Two clear factors emerged: one for enthusiasm, which 

included responses to enthusiastic, proud, hopeful, and amused, and a second for anxiety, which 

included uneasy, worried, anxious, angry, disgusted, and contemptuous. The goodness of fit for 

the factor analysis with two factors is significant (χ2(26, n=238) = 210.31, p < .001) and the two 

factors are not significantly correlated.  

A second ANOVA test analyzed whether uncivil tone (H3) and incivility frames (H4) 

influenced the emotions felt by participants.  H3 was supported while H4 was not.  The main 

effect of uncivil tone on the negative emotion index was significant (F(1,236) = 8.91, p < .01), 

such that the uncivil news articles (M = 2.69, SD = 1.04) increased negative emotional reactions 

to the news story compared to civil news articles (M = 2.29, SD = 1.00).  Notably, this main 
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effect of emotional reaction to incivility only was significant for the negative emotion index and 

had no significant effect on the positive enthusiasm index, so only negative emotions were tested 

as mediating variables in the remainder of the analyses.  Unlike perceptions of incivility, there 

was no significant interaction effect of incivility frame on the main effect of incivility on 

negative emotional reactions to the news story. Again, there were no significant effects of 

experimental condition on enthusiasm.   

Mediating Effects 

The remaining tests are mediating effects analyses that build on the evidence that 

incivility influences perceptions of incivility and emotional reactions to a news story.  These 

tests will determine whether incivility in the news influences individuals’ intention to get news 

from the same source in the future and levels of political trust through either perceptions of 

incivility and/or emotional reactions to the stimuli.  To conduct these analyses, I used Hayes 

(2012) Process program, which uses bootstrapped confidence intervals to test for indirect effects 

of mediating variables.  If a confidence interval does not include zero, the indirect effect can be 

considered significant.2 

Before beginning the mediating effects analysis, it is important to note two groups of 

analyses that did not yield significant effects.  First, there were no significant direct effects of 

uncivil tone or incivility frame on intent to read from the news source in the future (H5) nor on 

political trust (H8), so both hypotheses were not supported. Second, the frame of the message 

(impolite/public/mixed) did not have any significant effects when included in mediated 

moderation models predicting intent to read from the news source in the future (RQ2)  an 

political trust (RQ3), so both research questions were answered in the negative. 

                                                           
2 These models also include two control variables: age and political leaning. Any effects discussed in this section are 
significant above and beyond the effects of age and political leaning. 
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The lack of direct effects does not preclude the possibility of indirect effects through 

perceptions of incivility and/or emotional responses to the experimental stimuli.  In fact, failing 

to test for indirect effects may lead researchers to conclude that incivility does not have an effect 

on political trust or intention to read a news article or evaluation of a political issue when the 

effect does exist, just indirectly.  Thus, in the following analyses, I am looking only for what 

Zhao et al. (2010) call indirect-only mediation models. 

I now turn attention to the models predicting participants’ intention to read more from the 

news source in the future.  First, a mediating effects model predicting that incivility condition 

influences participants’ interest in reading more from similar news sources in the future through 

citizens’ own perceptions of incivility in the articles was not significant (H6).  That is, the 95% 

confidence interval includes zero (-.20, .20). Thus, H6 is not supported: incivility does not affect 

future intentions to read from a website through perceptions of incivility. 

H7, which predicted that incivility would increase intentions to read more through 

feelings of anxiety, alternatively, was moderately supported.  The 95% confidence interval 

included zero (-.001,.275), but the 90% confidence interval does not (.009, .236).  In the model at 

the 90% confidence interval, incivility has a direct positive effect on negative emotional 

reactions to the experimental stimuli (B = .33, p < .05), which then has a marginally significant 

positive effect on participants’ intent to read more from the website in the future (B = .26, p 

< .10).  Thus, there is a moderate overall indirect effect (B = .9) in which the uncivil conditions 

increased intentions to read more in the future compared to the civil conditions, but only through 

participants’ negative emotions.   

The final tests, which investigate the effects of incivility on political trust, provide further 

evidence for the pattern shown in the future news use analyses: emotional responses mediated 
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the effects of incivility while perceptions of incivility did not. The mediating effects model that 

included perceptions of incivility (H9) as an intermediary between uncivil news and political 

trust included zero in the bootstrapped confidence interval (-.16, .05).  Thus, H6 was not 

supported.  

The model that included negative emotions as a mediator, however, was again significant 

(H10), supporting the hypothesis.  The model did not include zero in the bootstrapped confidence 

interval (-.19, -.02).  There was a significant positive effect of incivility on negative emotions (B 

= .34, p < .01) and a significant and negative direct effect of negative emotions on political trust 

(B = -.25, p < .001).  The effect from incivility to decreased levels of political trust was only an 

indirect one (B = -.09).  These final tests support the overall pattern seen in this study: incivility 

in the news does have significant effects on news use and political variables, but this effect often 

occurs only through the activation of negative emotions. 

Discussion 

In this study, I sought to examine whether (1) citizens perceived differences among 

incivility frames and (2) perceptions of incivility or emotional reactions to news stories mediated 

the relationships between exposure to incivility and outcome variables such as future use of a 

news source and levels of political trust.  The analyses suggest that there are slight differences in 

how individuals’ perceive different incivility frames, particularly in that impoliteness was 

perceived as significantly more uncivil than news messages when both impoliteness and public 

incivility was present.  Emotional responses to the messages, however, rather than perceptions of 

incivility, led to various outcome measures, and emotional responses did not differ among 

incivility frames. These findings have a number of important implications for news use, 

democracy, and incivility research. 
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First, the research findings show that incivility works by encouraging an emotional 

response, not simply by recognizing that a news article is uncivil. Although past researchers 

ensured that their manipulation of political messages worked by asking about perceptions of 

incivility and fairness (Ben-Porath, 2010; Brooks & Geer, 2007; Mutz, 2007; Mutz & Reeves, 

2005), the current study finds that these perceptions did not predict any of the outcome variables 

of interest.  Instead, emotional reactions, and negative emotions particularly, acted as the 

mechanism through which exposure to incivility led to intended behavioral and political 

attitudinal effects.  Notably, this supports Mutz and Reeves’ (2005) conclusion that incivility 

effects are a gut reaction to mediated messages, rather than a thoughtful cognitive response 

through recognition that incivility was occurring. Further, examining factors such as message 

tone shows that political messages, not only incongruent information within those message as 

previous researchers have studied (Civettini & Redlawsk, 2009; MacKuen et al., 2010; Redlawsk 

et al., 2010), can increase negative emotional reactions and the outcomes that come with them.   

Second, by taking emotion into account, the current study found significant effects that 

would not be obvious otherwise.  If only the direct effects were tested, it would appear that there 

were no significant effects of incivility on intention to use a news source in the future nor on 

political trust.  This suggests that, perhaps, Muddiman (2011) and Brooks and Geer (2007) found 

no effects on political trust because they did not account for the emotional responses people have 

to uncivil messages. Methodologically, the findings provide more evidence for O’Keefe’s (2003) 

argument that indirect effects should be taken into account when individuals are exposed to 

manipulated messages, even when direct effects of the message on the outcome variable of 

interest is not significant (Zhao et al., 2010).  Understanding that uncivil messages influence 
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emotional responses to the messages and then political outcome variables can encourage 

researchers in the future to measure emotional reactions to incivility.  

The outcome effects, notably, pit media against political outcomes.  Incivility, based on 

this study, may encourage people to feel more anxiety about politics and then intend to visit a 

news source in the future.  However, exposure to incivility may also decrease political trust due 

to the same mechanism.  Thus, the study provides evidence for both positive and negative effects 

of incivility, much like previous research (Brooks & Geer, 2007; Mutz & Reeves, 2005).  

Finally, the current study posited that there are at least two incivility frames – 

impoliteness and public incivility – that may influence individuals exposed to mediated incivility. 

There is some evidence that individuals perceive that impolite incivility is seen as more uncivil 

than when both impoliteness and public incivility frames appear in the same article, supporting 

the argument that mixed frames need more attention in the research (Chong & Druckman, 

2007a,b).  The same difference among the frames did not occur in emotional responses to the 

messages.  However, since the evidence here suggests that emotional responses rather than 

perceptions of incivility ultimately led to the effects of exposure to incivility, the significant 

differences in perceptions did not change the effects of incivility exposure.   

It may be that these two types of incivility have similar effects; although, it may be too 

early to make this claim confidently for two reasons.  First, the experimental stimuli in this study 

were as politically balanced as possible and included the same number of quotations and facts 

from both Republicans and Democrats. However, one-sided messages presented to people who 

support or oppose those messages may lead to different emotional responses which could then 

lead to different effects.  For instance, in a national survey, Wolf, Strachan, and Shea (2012) 

found that over 90 percent of respondents said that civility was important to a democracy, but 
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that a large minority (49%) said that they wanted politicians to stand firm in their beliefs, rather 

than compromise, which would fall into public incivility.  If they mean that they want politicians 

they support to stand firm, exposure to a one-sided political message advocating public incivility 

may actually increase positive emotions in a way the incivility frames did not do so in this study.   

Second, both impoliteness and public incivility in the experimental stimuli were written 

as attacks.  For impoliteness, for instance, the stimuli included a manipulated quotation from a 

Democrat saying, “Romney is a flip-flopper. He is not honest.”  In the public incivility condition, 

the Democrat said, “Republicans won’t compromise and have broken the lawmaking process.” 

Though these are different types of incivility, they are both attacks against the other party.  

Perhaps, whether the incivility is an attack, as would probably be the case in most impoliteness 

frames, versus a behavior encouraged by one’s own party, which may be the case in certain 

public incivility frames where one political party is refusing to compromise, may lead to 

different emotional responses and political attitudes. 

 One further limitation is worthy of note. The stimuli in the current study presented 

participants with a single written text.  Although there were significant differences between civil 

and uncivil messages in participants’ perceptions of incivility and emotional reactions to 

incivility, these responses were weak overall.  For instance, on average, people in the uncivil 

condition reported feeling negative emotions less than “occasionally” when they could have 

reported that they felt the emotions up to very “often.”  Amplifying the strength of the 

manipulations, through exposing people to multiple messages, or allowing people to choose 

among multiple news stories, or creating stimuli in different media formats, may strengthen or 

even change the effects presented in this research. 
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Conclusion 

Given the current media environment and, potentially, increasing amount of incivility and 

negativity communicated to citizens (Geer, 2006; Sobieraj & Berry, 2011), it is important to 

understand the effects of such incivility.  The current study advanced scholarly understanding by 

showing that people perceive different amounts of incivility when exposed to different incivility 

frames.  However, negative emotions, rather than perceptions of incivility, prompted by exposure 

to incivility drove the effects of exposure.  Based on these findings, incivility encourages gut, 

emotional reactions to political messages. Researchers need to take negative emotional reactions 

into account in incivility research or risk missing significant effects on news use and political 

outcomes.
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Figure 

 

Figure 1. Perceptions of incivility across tone and frame. *p < .05
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Appendix A: Experimental Stimuli 

Civil/Polite Condition: The article below was the civil/polite condition. The bolded text was changed 

across conditions. The description of the remaining conditions below includes only the text that differs 

across conditions. 

 

WASHINGTON – In a landmark ruling with wide-ranging implications, the Supreme Court upheld the 

individual mandate requiring Americans to buy health insurance or pay a penalty, the key part of 

President Barack Obama's health care law.  

 

The bill seeks to decrease the number of uninsured Americans. The court ruled 5 to 4, with Chief Justice 

John Roberts siding with the majority, that the law is constitutional as part of Congress' power to tax.  

 

As expected, Republicans and Democrats had different personal reactions to the Court’s decision. 

 

Speaker of the House John Boehner (R-OH) wants to change the health care law, saying that 

Democrats who support it need more information. “Democrats say costs will decrease now that the 

justices approved the bill. They are mistaken.  Costs will increase instead.  I respect the justices’ 

decision, but Congress needs to find a health care solution that works,” said Rep. Boehner. 

 

Democrats say Rep. Boehner has a tough road ahead. “It will be difficult to trim down this bill. 

Boehner doesn’t have enough support,” said House of Representatives minority leader Nancy Pelosi 

(D-CA). 

 

The ruling may present a problem for presumptive Republican presidential candidate Mitt 

Romney. “Romney is in a hard spot. He supported the individual mandate when he was governor of 

Massachusetts, but now he is against it. He will have a difficult time campaigning against the health 

care bill since it worked in his home state,” said Vice President Joe Biden. 

 

President Obama did not escape opponents’ criticism. “Obama got what he wanted. I disagree with 

the decision and think the law needs changing, but I respect the Court,” said Congressman and Tea 

Party member Rand Paul (R-KY). 

 

Democrats, however, cite the health care bill’s benefits for Americans. For example, the law requires that 

at least 80 percent of premiums paid by consumers must go toward medical care or advancing the quality 

of care. Nearly 13 million Americans will receive $1.1 billion in rebates from insurance companies that 

do not meet this standard.  

 

Additionally, under the law, people under the age of 26 without access to coverage can enroll in their 

parents’ plans.  As a result, as many as 3.1 million young adults now have health insurance. 

 

Republicans, on the other hand, mention many reasons for alarm. Experts expect health care costs and 

insurance premiums to rise over the next few years, meaning that lawmakers need to revisit the issue and 
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confront the high costs of Medicare and Medicaid.  The health care bill, overall, may cost taxpayers $4.83 

billion over the next 10 years.   

 

The National Federation of Independent Businesses also says the health care plan is expensive for small 

businesses. Other estimates suggest that the bill's taxes may cost the country between 47,000 and 249,000 

jobs. 

 

Partisans on both sides donated money to political campaigns after the Supreme Court ruling. The 

Romney presidential campaign raised $4.6 million and the Democratic Congressional Campaign 

Committee raised $2.5 million in the days following the decision. 

 

Civil/Public Civility Condition:  

Speaker of the House John Boehner (R-OH) wants to change the law. “Democrats passed their expensive 

bill. Now Republicans can use the legislative process to create a version that will decrease health care 

costs.  Some Democrats may be willing to compromise on the changes. Congress should work to create 

the best health care system possible,” said Rep. Boehner.  

Democrats say Rep. Boehner’s words are encouraging. “Democrats are happy with the law, but it can be 

improved. We will look for common ground,” said House of Representatives Minority Leader Nancy 

Pelosi (D-CA).  

The ruling may present a problem for presumptive Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney. 

“Romney supported the same individual mandate when he was governor of Massachusetts, but he now is 

against it. At least after this court ruling, politicians can stop saying the law is unconstitutional, and we 

can have honest, factual discussion of health care,” said Vice President Joe Biden. 

President Obama did not escape criticism. “The justices said Obama’s law is constitutional.  Even so, it is 

bad policy. Republicans need to move through official processes to change the law,” said Congressman 

and Tea Party member Rand Paul (R-KY). 

Civil/Mixed Condition: 

Speaker of the House John Boehner (R-OH) wants to change the health care law, saying that Democrats 

who support it need more information. “Democrats say costs will decrease now that the justices approved 

the law. They are mistaken.  Costs will increase instead.  I respect the justices’ decision, but Congress 

needs to find a health care solution that works,” said Rep. Boehner. 

Democrats say Rep. Boehner has a tough road ahead. “It will be difficult to trim down this law. Boehner 

doesn’t have enough support,” said House of Representatives Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-CA). 

The ruling may present a problem for presumptive Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney. 

“Romney supported the same individual mandate when he was governor of Massachusetts but now is 

against it. At least after this court ruling, politicians can stop saying the law is unconstitutional, and we 

can have honest, factual discussion of health care,” said Vice President Joe Biden. 
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President Obama did not escape criticism. “The justices said Obama’s law is constitutional.  Even so, it is 

bad policy. Republicans need to move through official processes to change the law,” said Congressman 

and Tea Party member Rand Paul (R-KY).  

Uncivil/Impolite Condition: 

Speaker of the House John Boehner (R-OH) is calling for the law’s repeal, saying that Democrats who 

support the bill are foolish. “Do people expect to have free care now that the Court approved the extreme 

law? They need to think, not just act like spoiled children.  The decision is an expensive disaster, but the 

fight’s not over,” said Rep. Boehner. 

Democrats call Rep. Boehner delusional. “He can’t repeal this bill. He doesn’t have the support in 

Congress. He is living on another planet,” said House of Representatives Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi 

(D-CA). 

The ruling may present a problem for presumptive Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney. 

“Romney supported the same individual health care mandate when he was the governor of Massachusetts, 

but now he is against it. He is an untrustworthy flip-flopper, and he has no integrity if he campaigns 

against a bill that worked in his home state,” argued Vice President Joe Biden. 

President Obama did not escape opponents’ criticism. “Obama is a socialist and part of an extreme left-

wing party. Obamacare proves it. The excessive law needs to be repealed,” said Congressman and Tea 

Party member Rand Paul (R-KY). 

Uncivil/Public Incivility Condition:  

Speaker of the House John Boehner (R-OH) wants to repeal the law. “Democrats ignore the fact that 

health costs will increase and have silenced people who oppose the law. They locked rivals out of town 

hall meetings just to keep them quiet. Republicans must fight for free speech and freedom of choice in 

health care,” said Rep. Boehner. 

Democrats say Rep. Boehner is blocking progress. “Republicans won’t compromise and have broken the 

lawmaking process. They stopped working for the public,” said House of Representatives Minority 

Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-CA).  

The ruling may present a problem for presumptive Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney. 

“Romney supported the same individual mandate when he was governor of Massachusetts, but now he is 

spreading rumors about the contents of the national law. The lies have ruined political debate about health 

care. We need to have honest, factual talk,” said Vice President Joe Biden. 

President Obama did not escape opponents’ criticism. “The judges got this wrong. The law is 

unconstitutional. President Obama and the Democrats are threatening essential rights, so we must repeal 

the law,” said Congressman and Tea Party member Rand Paul (R-KY). 
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Uncivil/Mixed Condition: 

Speaker of the House John Boehner (R-OH) is calling for the law’s repeal, saying that Democrats who 

support the bill are foolish. “Do people expect to have free care now that the Court approved the extreme 

law? They need to think, not just act like spoiled children.  The decision is an expensive disaster, but the 

fight’s not over,” said Rep. Boehner. 

Democrats call Rep. Boehner delusional. “He can’t repeal this bill because he doesn’t have the support in 

Congress. He’s living on another planet,” said House of Representatives Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi 

(D-CA). 

The ruling may present a problem for presumptive Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney. 

“Romney supported the same individual mandate when he was governor of Massachusetts but now is 

spreading rumors about the contents of the national law. The lies have ruined political debate about health 

care. We need to have honest, factual talk,” said Vice President Joe Biden. 

President Obama did not escape opponents’ criticism. “The judges got this wrong. The law is 

unconstitutional. President Obama and the Democrats are threatening essential rights, so we must repeal 

the law,” said Congressman and Tea Party member Rand Paul (R-KY). 

 

 

 

 


